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J View interactive image. Table 1. Box CB Radio Components. Verify all contents are present in
the kit before installing or removing items from vehicle. This instruction sheet references
service manual information. One is available from a Harley-Davidson dealer. Rider and
passenger safety depend upon the correct installation of this kit. Use the appropriate service
manual procedures. If the procedure is not within your capabilities or you do not have the
correct tools, have a Harley-Davidson dealer perform the installation. Improper installation of
this kit could result in death or serious injury. A radio software update is needed after installing
the CB module for the system to perform properly. See a Harley-Davidson dealer. It is possible
to overload your vehicle's charging system by adding too many electrical accessories. If the
combined electrical accessories operating at any one time consume more electrical current
than the vehicle's charging system can produce, the electrical consumption can discharge the
battery and cause damage to the vehicle's electrical system. See an authorized Harley-Davidson
dealer for advice about the amount of current consumed by additional electrical accessories or
for necessary wiring changes. When installing any electrical accessory, be certain not to exceed
the maximum amperage rating of the fuse or circuit breaker protecting the affected circuit being
modified. Exceeding the maximum amperage can lead to electrical failures, which could result
in death or serious injury. The CB Radio requires up to 2. To prevent accidental vehicle start-up,
which could cause death or serious injury, remove main fuse before proceeding. See Figure 6.
Remove Info cap 2 from new control module. See Figure 7. See Figure 8. Standing wave ratio
SWR is a technical term for the procedure that checks how well the CB transmitter and antenna
are matched. Since the operating procedures for SWR meters vary, be sure the operating
instructions for the SWR meter being used are carefully followed. See Boom! Box Owner's
manual for operating instructions. See Harley-Davidson. Fork-mounted fairing models only. See
Figure 2. Align hole 3 in mounting bracket 5 with anti-rotation boss 4. Install screws 2. Torque:
2. Install screw 6. See Figure 3. Connect place socket housing to CB [] 1. See Figure 4. Install
mounting bracket 2. Install screws 1 and nuts 6. Install screw 4. See Figure 5. Replace right
hand control module with Part No. See service manual. Use Digital Technician II to enable radio
software. See Harley Davidson dealer. Remove OE right hand control module. Touring models:
See Figure 7. Install right hand control module Part No. Disassemble switch housing. Assemble
switch housing. Trike models: Install right hand control module Part No. Got any questions
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Harley Davidson Forums. Does anyone fully understand how to work this thing, when I switch
through the radio, cd, aux, etc. Drumrguy , Nov 15, It sounds like your not getting into set up
mode by just pushing the mode button. Push the CB or Com button. This puts you in the setup
mode where you can select a channel. After selecting the channel you want, pushing the mode
button will switch you back to what you were listening to before with the CB in the background.
When the squelch is broken, the CB will be heard. The ground plane of an antenna is important
to the distance it "gets out ". The hidden antennas don't reach as far as the stock ones do. If
you have an antenna on the roof of a car for example, it will transmit much further than one
mounted elsewhere because of the ground plane. It's a "compromise" for eliminating the
antenna masts on the bike. Last edited by a moderator: Sep 22, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Read more
From all of us here at CB World, we wish you the very best. Contact CB World! Motorcycle CB
radio systems are just that: whole, complete systems, much more than just a radio. In the
following, the necessary parts of a motorcycle CB radio system will be identified and described,
and appropriate links will lead you to examples of products and additional information. A key
element of the system is the radio itself, and there are a number of good options for that, so first
here's a look at some selection criteria and helpful features to look for in a motorcycle CB. CB
radios for motorcycles are actually just types of handheld or mobile CB radios which have
features or connections that work well with motorcycles. Size -- This is important when you're
looking for a CB for your motorcycle. You'll probably want to go with either a handheld that is
adaptable as a mobile CB, or a compact mobile CB. Following this section will be some good
choices for both types. Features -- the weather and emergency channels are perhaps two of the
most important features when you're on a motorcycle. Especially while you're on a trip, you'll
want to keep up with current weather conditions during your ride, and be able to avoid trouble
spots while on the road. Powering the Radio -- CB radios for motorcycles can be powered by
either an alkaline or rechargeable battery pack or a power cord. Some radios offer both options.
An advantage of the battery-powered units is that there is really no installation, and the unit is

easily removable for convenience or security. When you're talking about a CB radio for a
motorcycle, space is of the essence and so is quality. For a good option, look at Midland's
ultra-compact handheld transceiver with mobile capability. One huge advantage is the
versatility of this unit, which can morph from a handheld into a mobile radio with the included
vehicle adapter if you add an external antenna that's not included. You can move this Midland
from vehicle to vehicle. You can install it on your motorcycle for the summer, your snowmobile
for the winter, and when you dismount, you can take the unit with you in your pickup truck or
family car. It has some essential features for a motorcycle CB including weather and instant
emergency channels. Memory channels are useful, also. There are other handy features, such
as channel scanning and external speaker. One feature that would be useful - but isn't there - is
a noise limiter. When you set up your motorcycle cb radio kit, you'll be equipped with good
communication when you use a helmet ready headset. Looking for a motorcycle headset that
will work with the ? The Midland handheld also is compact and makes a good CB radio for
motorcycles. In addition, a 12 V cigarette lighter power cord comes in the box. This model has
an automatic noise limiter ANL and automatic gain control. Although a flexible "rubber duck"
antenna is included, for use with a motorcycle you'll usually need an external antenna. Note: for
safety, disconnect your motorcycle battery before connecting power to your CB radio if you
need to. If you don't need the versatility that putting a handheld CB radio on your motorcycle
offers, then you may opt for installing a compact mobile CB radio. It's simple to operate and has
few features, which may be a good thing for ease of use and safety on a motorcycle. A
drawback is that this unit lacks any weather channels, and there isn't a helmet headset
specifically available for this unit. If you choose an external antenna kit, you'll also need an
SWR meter to complete your system installation by calibrating the antenna with the radio. A
good CB radio headset system will help you operate your CB more safely while on your
motorcycle. Looking for a motorcycle headset? You don't need an external antenna to use with
a handheld CB radio on a motorcycle because you can use the rubber duck, but the
performance and range will improve dramatically if you use an external antenna. On the other
hand, you'll need an external antenna for your motorcycle CB mobile radio, and it needs to be
one that doesn't need a ground plane NGP , such as the one with the FireStik no ground plane
CB antenna kit. The kit comes with 17' of no ground plane cable, a 3-way stainless steel mount,
and warranties of 5 years on the antenna and a year on the mount and cable. The antenna even
comes in black or white. It's hard to go wrong with this kit. Another NGP antenna kit worth a
look is the Everhardt. This complete system is already assembled. It includes an 18' cable
pre-tuned from the factory, and a choice of mounts: 3-way mirror, side body, or window bracket
mount. No muss, no fuss, this kit could get you on the air in almost no time at all. Of course,
make sure to check the SWR to ensure the best performance. If you don't get an antenna kit,
you can get parts separately, such as coaxial cable and mounts. Note that the cable must be a
no ground plane cable. Be aware that because the coaxial cable is matched to your NGP
antenna as a substitute for your ground plane, you can't shorten
dual xd1225 wiring harness
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jackson wiring diagram
it. The drawback is that you'll have to store any extra cable somewhere on the motorcycle; the
advantage is that it's easy to install and tune - and it will allow you to communicate while using
your motorcycle when you can't do so by using a ground plane antenna. You also can get the
type of mount that will work with your planned location. About Us. Store Links. Customer
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